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1.

INTRODUCTION.

The crystal structure of diamond was first

determined by Bragg in 1913 from X-ray photographs:

the carbon atoms are arranged at the apices and median

points of inter-linked tetrahedra. Born (1914)
derived expressions for the three elastic constants of

diamond in terms of two force constants related to

the valency bonds between neighbouring atoms. But, at

that time the only experimental data available were

the compressibility and the Debye characteristic

temperature 6) , and precise determination of the

valence force constants was not possible. Meanwhile,

investigation of the optical properties of diamond

had produced evidence for the existence of two

distinct types, one with an absorption band at 8jx in
the infra-red, the other transparent at this point.

Robertson, Box & Martin (1934) took up this problem

and found that absorption in the infra-red is

associated with absorption in the ultra-violet;

diamonds transparent at 8transmit much further into

the ultra-violet. Both types of diamond have Bragg*s

tetrahedral structure, the same refractive index,

specific gravity, dielectric constant, and electron

diffraction. Their infra-red spectra are identical

up to 7, and the frequency shift of the principal

Raman line is the same. The derivation of the elastic

constants was again considered by Nagendra Nath (1934).



2.

He extended the theory to include central forces

between second neighbours in the lattice. He also

suggested that the frequency shift of the principal

Raman line corresponds to the relative vibration of

the two carbon atoms in the unit cell, along the line

joining their nuclei.

Raman and his collaborators have recently

(1941) put forward a new theory of lattice dynamics

according to which the vibrational spectrum of a

crystal consists of a few discrete lines. This is in

direct contradiction to the quasi-continuous

vibrational spectrum predicted by classical or

quantum mechanics. On this new theory there are

eight fundamental frequencies of vibration for

diamond; the values of these frequencies are deduced

from the observed specific heat, ultra-violet

absorption, and Raman spectrum, which, it is claimed,

cannot be explained by "orthodox" lattice dynamics.

Now X-ray analysis determines the position of the

nuclei in the lattice but gives no information about

the electronic configurations so that if the two

types of diamond were to differ in these configurations

one would expect the dissimilarity in optical

properties which, in fact, is observed. Raman (1944)

has suggested that there are, not two, but four types

of diamond, two with tetrahedral symmetry and two

with octahedral symmetry, depending on the electronic

configurations, but the attempts of his school to



explain the observed infra-red spectra on the basis of

their new lattice theory have been, up to now,

unsuccessful.

Bhagavantam (1944) has developed a new

method of measuring directly the elastic constants of

crystals and has published results for diamond. This

makes it possible for the first time to determine the

force constants between the atoms in the lattice. The

whole problem has therefore been reconsidered here on

the lines of a general theory developed by Born (1942)

assuming arbitrary forces between first neighbour

atoms and central forces between second neighbour

atoms. The values of the force constants are obtained

from the measured elastic constants and the frequency

shift of the principal Raman line. One can then

derive approximations to the quasi-continuous

vibrational spectrum of diamond and calculate the

specific heat and Debye's characteristic temperature 0.
Comparison with the observed specific heat shows that

first neighbour forces alone are not sufficient to

account for the experimental results but the addition

of second neighbour central forces produces

satisfactory agreement. The second-order Raman

spectrum, first observed by Krishnan in 1944, can be

calculated from the vibrational spectrum. The range

and the positions of the maxima are obtained from

theory without any arbitrary assumptions whatever,

depending only on the measured constants. To explain

the relative intensities of the parts of the spectrum



it is necessary to postulate certain relations between

coupling constants. These relations form the basis

for further investigation of the possible differences

between the electronic configurations in the two types

of diamond. It is evident that Raman's claim, that

lattice dynamics is unable to explain the Raman

spectrum of diamond, is unfounded.



PART I. 5.

THE THEORY OF THE VIBRATIONS OP THE

DIAMOND LATTICE.

1. THEORETICAL BASIS.

This section summarises briefly results

already obtained by Born (1942) and Born & Begbie (1947).

(a) Equations of motion of a crystal lattice*
*

The lattice cell is described by three

elementary vectors a., a,,a . Then the position

vector of the particle at the vertex of any cell is

If there are s particles in the unit cell

with masses ra (k—l,2,..,s) and r^ is the
position vector of the kth particle from the cell

vertex, then

Now consider small arbitrary displacements
, H V

u(^ ) of the particles from equilibrium. The
potential deformed lattice can be

, ( ,

expanded in powers of the rectangular components u (> )

(ex- 1,2,3) of u( ). The linear terms vanish in



equilibrium and the second-order terms are

(1.3) cj)a
JLk t'lc" o<fi 1

where

(1.4) ~~
^5

(\ ii"
k

UM'.a.O

1

these second derivatives in equilibrium depend only on

the difference of cell indices (!->' ), and satisfy the

condition

-Q
<!.» !„,&) = i^U'O •

The equation of motion of a particle of type k,

mass is then

(1.6) ^ $^1 kk- )vU') - ° ■
Introduce a "reduced" displacement vector

(1.7) sr(k) =

and define the elements of the dynamical matrix of the

lattice as

u-8) -*-ctn V lcl<' / "

Then (1.6) becomes

kAkMk.

4-e'

f

(1.9) ^(.k) + (Vk! )y (!') - ° •
A solution of this equation for an independent

normal vibration of the lattice is a plane wave

U'10) v(b = V(k)^te,'^'rt) .



Then from (1.9)

(1.11) -o

U-12) -\.4p^')e-'^C<) ;
D(q) is the representation of the dynamical matrix in

reciprocal space.

The equations of motion (l.ll) for a ware-vector

q in the reciprocal space of the lattice are a set of

3s homogeneous equations in the reduced amplitudes V(k)

The necessary and sufficient condition that this set

should hare a non-trivial solution is that

(1.13) l^t) ~ I ~ °
where I is the unit matrix of order 3s * 3s. For a

particular ware-rector q, the characteristic equation

(1.13) has 3s roots . Three of these roots, the
J

acoustic branches, as functions of q, tend to zero as

q—>0. The remaining 3s—3 roots, the optical

branches, tend to finite limits as q—>0. These

3s-3 limiting frequencies are the first-order Raman

spectrum of the lattice. The intensities of the lines

of this spectrum depend on the symmetry of the lattice.

Born & Bradburn (1947} have shown that if each lattice

point is a centre of symmetry then the intensities

vanish and the first-order Raman spectrum does not

exist.



~\ I ^ \
The elements of the matrix J)1 ^ki J are related

through the symmetry of the lattice in the following

way.

A lattice point is defined by the vector c(^)
referred to rectangular axes. A symmetry operation

of the lattice can be expressed as a transformation

matrix T, and if : ) is some other lattice point,

(1.14) r({<) 'Tr(t) •

i-Qf-

8.

will thenThe elements of the matrix

have the transformation law

(1.15) I ^ (Aid } I

where T is the transpose of T and the change of

indices (is obtained from (1.14).
Further, since the potential energy of the

lattice is invariant for rigid translations and

rotations,
•

( V A
(1.16) ^ku,)=0

1'lcf 1

da?) z, i fct-kco-za ("v-al) •
Jt.k ~ ^ 1

Ffom (1.16) we can define the matrix

representing the force of a point kk) on itself as

ti-w»

where the dash on the summation sign indicates that

the terms in which o , k-k», are to be omitted.



The choice of possible ware-vectors q is
If

restricted by the cyclic lattice condition,

(Born (1923)).

The basic rectors b^ of the reciprocal lattice

are given by
-oi- -p>

(1.19) <

i ^ = fi
o -L 4 |*

V.

So if

i.e. b . - b = . b -
~« / --L, )

W'i

a., A <x

a . a a
—i

r8-- i'a -+ Pa 4- dV
— — JL. — 1

and

(1.20)
k )

is a rector to a reciprocal lattice point, then the

scalar product

(1.21) %.Cl-I,*-'
i (a r^)

is an integer. Hence e. is periodic in

reciprocal space.

The condition of the cyclic lattice expressing

this periodicity can be written

^ +-
(1.22)

^ ; /

where h ,h,h= 0,1,2, ,(n-l).
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("b) Derivation of the elastic constants.

A solution of the equation of motion (1.9)

for long-wave acoustical vibrations is

(1.23) irf - UJ (k^) l Clki/ .

(1.24) So VUcJ - W '

(1.9) becomes

(1.25) ~°

with

(1.26)

f P

<Ap>
= I4p(L').e-;lirX,1) •

Let u?~-_n , then (1.25) can be written

(1.27) -O-WJ - C.(<p. W .

JX , \jJ and G(q) can be expanded in powers of the

wave-vector q : for C(q) we have, in rectangular

components of q,

yp.
I

(1.28)
lC% Iklc') = - 1 Y Uk)\ vkk1) ^

r r -

Equating terms containing like powers of q

on either side of (1.27), we obtain, following

Born & Begbie (1947), two approximations to the

equations of motion (1.27). Written in matrix elements

these are

—

(3 IcJ N V 1
)



4- 2L) J ^Jp •
kW i

¥^(^^1,2,3) are three arbitrary constants,

trivial solutions of (1.27) corresponding to the three

possible independent translations of the crystal as a

whole.

Put CO and eliminate \3.Ik!) between (1.29)

and (1.30); the result may be written

(1.31) w.

where £
o~ |<c

is the volume of the unit cell.

is the density and u^=^(. 9-^9^

Comparison of (1.31) with the equation for

the amplitudes of elastic waves in elasticity theory

shows that the A<(4<0 are related to the elastic
constants in the following way:

= c„ cu CS* C(o CSI ctL •

1

H
<r»

1

c:xz Clft CkZ

<4* £44. CW %
C*t Clt"J *lS*t'cW) i(ccstSc) 3^4^)

C5I ^s) a^sc4^) a<Kl.
C«(. C«4- il^^) ifet+c.u) XV

"(1.32!

Hence the elastic constants may be expressed

in terms of the elements of the dynamical matrix of

the lattice.



Fi&vxse 1
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P.ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF DIAMOND.

The diamond crystal is built up of carbon

atoms lying on two equal inter-penetrating

face-centred cubic lattices, relatively displaced

one-quarter of the way along a cube diagonal. The unit

cell contains two atoms, one on each lattice: the

distance between them is af3/2; where 2a is the lattice
constant of diamond (= 3,56*10 cm.).

Referred to a rectangular coordinate system

with origin at a lattice point and axes parallel to

the edges of the cubes, the cell-vectors of the

lattice are

a - a( 0 1,1)
-I x ; » '

(2.1) -2_~ a( 1; 0, 1 )
- a( 1,1,0 ) .

The coordinates of the two atoms in the unit

cell are (0,0,0) and (a/2,a/2,a/2): these atoms are

labelled 0 and 0' in figure 1. Atoms lying on the

same cubic lattice as 0 are labelled k= 1, and those

lying on the same cubic lattice as 0* are labelled

k-2. Each atom has four nearest neighbours arranged

tetrahedrally at a distance a/3/2. We assume as a

first approximation that the elements of the

dynamical matrix are negligibly small except for first

neighbours: then the symbol I may be used to number

these neighbours, in place of the symbol •



Table 1 gives the coordinates of the nearest

neighbours of 0 and 0*, the corresponding number ^
and the integers 1 V~ { IP given by

(1.1) 4 4 fi^a .* 4 " 3

13,

Table 1.

x. *2. xs k I P ix p Ik

Flf?ST
a T o o o ai

tt£lCiMSoui?S -°/z. a z o o -I ai

o -n O ~°iz. °/z. -°/z. a % o -1 o kl

% -7z. a 4 -I o o kl

Fi^T O o o I 1 0 0 o IZ,

rte<C-iH0oo<K CX a o 1 a o o 1 ia

OF o'. GL. o CL i o 1 o ia

0 (X, Ow i <F \ o o

The symmetry operations of the diamond

lattice can be described by six transformation

matrices.

A(: The lattice has a threefold axis of rotation

V X3 ' 50

T, ~
(2.2)

0 10

0 0 1

10 0

The change of label d , in the notation of

substitution groups is

(2.3) j ^ 0+S) iXi,)
CT) (Jz.) (kS) (5$)



There is a centre of inversion at the point

x.— x_jr x. = a/4 : this is equivalent to a centre of
inversion at (0,0,0) and a translation x - x - x - a/2,I 3- i

Hence

(2.4)

-10 0

0-10

0 0-1

and (j i) Uz.) (3 3) (.4 if)

^3 * There are three planes of reflection. One is

x(— x^ giving

(2.5)
T3 =

and

0 10

10 0

0 0 1

CO Ci) Of 3)
CO (r> (£*)

The other two planes of reflection x - xi and x = x,

can be obtained from A and A
3 .

A : A rotation through u /^ about an axis throughH

the point (a/2,a/2,a/2) parallel to the x^-axis
followed by a rotation through Tiabout an axis

through the same point parallel to the x-axis, gives

(2.6)

v.

0-10

0 0-1

lOO

and (j^ (iW
o) (r») (42) IT 4)

A rotation through ~^lz, about an axis parallel

to the x( -axis through the point (a/2,a/2, a/2)
followed by a rotation through about an axis

through the same point parallel to the x -axis, gives



(2.7)

0

0

-1

1 0

0 -1

0 0

15,

V

and (z) Cc+i) U3 ) U (+)
a) li+"T) CT3)

■L ' A rotation through ll/z, about an axis parallel

to the x-axis through the point (a/2,a/2,a/2),

followed by a rotation through about an axis

through the same point parallel to the x-axis, gives

(2.8)
V 0 -1

0 0

\-l 0

0

1

0

and U+) (.3 0 U70
(4) (.37) (Tl) <SZ)

To these are added the symmetry conditions of

the dynamical matrix: from (1.5)

(2-9) ^(ikO = (|A) •

(2.10}

From A ,
-2j

V = T>'

F = F

>x ,Ti,/Tx i) t.C.
)

If-

F» F

From (2.9) and Table 1,

(2.11)

F*
F

F
&

P

= F
- S3
- P



~K*-Thus all the matrices J3 are symmetric.

From Af , since V is invariant with respect
to T, ,

T>' = 3> ' = i
1

3.-J.

(2.12)

So we may put

(2.13)

y = r>* = ])»
\ i X "US.

V
DT

±
Vvsj

oL> p"
p

l

oC p
j- p CXi

atom.

From A I)2* (-•O _ >
= T VT !l*-) H- Vw

oC p -p"
DM p oc -p

^2.14) .-p -p

By repeated application of A we find

>11 = T, DaT, =-i. -p |i-
(2.15) ^ ■ -P " -P

p> — <*-

■ -T.2PT, —i. "oC -(4 -f
(2.16) 2^ _p> C* p

— p CKj

These eight matrices ^ and ( ^=1,2,3,4)

satisfy all the other relations which may be deduced

from the symmetry operations.



Lastly, from (1.18)

(2.17) XS)= ]>&)- fe I

o

o

o

»

o

o

o

We now proceed to calculate the matrices C(J^
from the relation

(1.26) C
I

Table 2 gives the values of the rectangular
Icomponents of t Cwk')for the first neighbours of 0 and 0*

Table 2.

H 1 Z, * V\ I z Z>

^ li) _<x

2o

a

2-
0L

z-
_<x

■2j x.l»)
a
2J

_<x.
z

_<x
Z.

0L

Z>

_U
2,

a

Zo
OL

z.
a_ a

2.

o~

Z.
a
z,

__cl
z.

*3 (!) _a.
2J

0L
2,

a.
z-

a.

2. =s(i.) a

2,

a.

~z,
_a

2.
_a

2.

Since and -to

(2.18)

(2.19)

Expanding in powers of , we find

to (= _cW

V

c' ($ -

-c to - « (?,)



so it is only necessary to calculate the expansion of

Al*°'MS)-b&),
l2-20> J y= ai^)-o,

c IS) = £ &) = ° •
The expansion of is

<2-2i> ctj) =z;
Hence

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

t(j) - -1 I

O

o

0

1

o

o

0

1

r f h
vu- j

o •Vi

O <fr*

3i <k o

9?f<h=^ U3-/ Avw ^n^+v) 2<vh

(2.25,
I o o

O I O

0 O I

Substituting these matrices in the equation

(1.29),

be
Vvv.

I O ID

O I O

O o I

( U) Cl) - Ixl U.)) + Jkl^ ^?f>) ° 1, t,
O %

<u °

UJ=C>



snd

(2.26)

__ i a
" 'fe

<u ° v

Substituting (2.26) in (1.30)

-

C*.
° "V» <W - "° i* vT
u ° 1» ° <u

t,V ° > v °.

UJ

+ (X2-

co-Ws-
âk*

^fen^+v) apvta ^Pvt^

a(MtV ^pvk

p>HVWh f^-ft)^<K~
^-6)14-1 pfa-S)1,V
(^-&> <WV (^"illVk ^W£>fe<<

U3

U)

This has the form u? Uj =i ao*)- U) where

i!,(<v) = e-x 00 *-£ -e o o o • 1"
Ami •HK - -MS o o o V
\'j(<y) -g •<-£ - o o o V"

O o o ° o vu

A!,(<0 O o o o tyMJ) o 'A4X
At A) 0 o o o o H->-h

19.

(2.28)



The unit cell has volume V ^r-iA-r So

the density £ « ~J - .

Comparing (2.28) with (1.32) we find the

elastic constants are

cu ~ cxx = c*j -
1

(2.29) < C-i^. r= cs$ ■= C(^ ~
)

v ~ ~c«- •

The remaining elastic constants vanish.

20.

Solving (2.29) for c*c and

(2.30)
P

oC —

^

P> = O^Uu-HC,!) -
The elastic constants satisfy the quadratic

relation

(2.31) ^"Cu C_cu ~ Ct+tf) =(^ii + c«-x") •

TKis quadratic relation has been obtained

already by Born (1914), using as repeating unit a

cube of side 2a containing 8 carbon atoms and

considering as here only forces between any carbon

atom and its four nearest neighbours.

Now the atoms 0 and 0' in the unit cell (fig. l)

have each 12 second neighbours at a distance aj2~,

lying on the same face-centred cubic lattice. As a

second approximation let us consider in addition to the

first neighbour elements, the elements of the dynamical

matrix corresponding to these second neighbours.



 



Figure 2 shows the second neighbours of the

atom 0; Table 3 specifies the coordinates and

labelling of these neighbours and Table 4 the integers

8.'
, I7, given by - dVf + lxax+ dV .

Table 3.

^-| x3> lc X2- -**• i k

O CL> CL

O ~a

CL- O (X

—Oo O Oo

a_ a. O

a -a o

o —<x —a

0 -a cx

—a. o -<x

01 o -a

-a, -a O

-a a o

5

X

*7

8

9

10

77

12.

H.

»k

(5

X

u.
o

w*
fy
o

c8
•x

UJ_
z

zr
o
o
VU
c/>

a/z.
<Vz-

~Hi

^2.

<Vz

a/z

"a/z

-<Yz ^2,

^2 -Hi.
<Yz. "'Vz-

-*6. ^2

3*/z

^Z "°/z.

H
<Vz Vz
3-/z <Yz

-°/z *4.

a

a.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

5

d

7
8

7

10

11

12

13

,Lf

15

Id

Table 4.

(]
5 <o 7 9 °l (o II 12 13 Ik IS Id

L
11 IZ 15 ik IS" Id 5" d 7 8 q lo

d1 1 o O 1 O -1 -1 O o -1 o 1

(I2* 0 -1 1 o 0 1 O 1 -1 O o -1

L* 0 1 O -1 1 o O -I o 1 -1 O

kk1
H 11 11 li 11 U U l( II 11 l( ((

22. 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22.



The 24 matrices ^ and Jb*" ( 5.= 5,6,7.... ,16)

can be expressed in terms of three constants K , ^

by using the transformation matrices T ((2.2)....(2.8))
. 0

as for the first-neighbour matrices 3 .

Then

-_L X o o K o o
Vv~

o r \/

1 vVx

tf*"- htt j © ^ -v
o V

r.
0 1 < hp

= V 7«.
y> -1*

.j. ru o

o

v

o V

A
o

0 —V

cL O O

0 y-.
-V o /*-

U. V o

V ;.U O
0 0/^

loHf -

!)V<B = i>l(o
j.
UaI

— V O

-V r O

0 0

\ «- • j <- /

Prom (1.18), (2.17) is replaced by

(2.33) i l?i) _ b U?) 1 O O

O i o
0 O I

and v-*" = — r®- , the equationsSince >!L=])(L ~"J -1

(2.18) and (2.19) still hold and the expansion of

is given as before by (2.22),(2.23) and (2.24).

But since C , (2.20) is

replaced by

(2.34)
«tt) •£(&),

[TO-*£&.).



Table 5 gives the rectangular components of

C lit!) for the second neighbours of 0', since, from

(2.34) it is necessary to calculate the expansion of

C(Jl) only.

Table 5.

r \ 5T 1 Sr S lo 11 IZ IZ IM- \S It

x'^k') O o -(X OL. —cx -CL 0 o (X -a. a. ex

X3-lk.(c') -<x -0. o 0 —o_ ex. (Z ex. o O ex —Ol.

-Ck. Ol. -Ol. O o 0^ -CX (X cx O O

kic' 12.. 72L Z.Z ZZ zz. zz. zz zz. ~IZL ZZ zz

Thus

(2.25)
Uoi
Va.

I O o

O I o

O O I

(2.35)
t') I q
a (&) - o

(2.36) C-tzj.) +t^)(<|fa*)
Zv<

Substituting again in (1.29), (2.26) remains

unaltered, but (l.30) now leads to



tcfu/ ^ 3t
Zwv +£*i^r-1r x i L>H)^lvk

r i

IfH)-"^ +K+^lEit^] (fHs)-*^,

IfHl^-Jld* 0^-!i)+*3vi4 +[ipj"+t^^]
—

i • © • Wxw
— —i

x;w> - ^

\!l<y)

X 6p

W

MOp

.w

c< -h^l^
oL-f/d

+4CA.+^)

o

o

,U> and

"ife
+4(A+jO

oC-ji%.
+<+(jl+f<-) o o O

o o o

X-^/aC
+MMyO

14+%^*- o o o

o O ipl2--^) o
H-'tv

o

O O ipCMfc)
-+-w

o

O o o o
+i^V

(2.37)

V

<u

\<b-

ZVH

(2.38)

Comparison with (1.32) gives

f c - c = cMl 2.1. *"31
J
2.CL1

(2.39) J - c&' ' CU ^

(ot+-

V'C, -ii ~^-z*> ~ ^oclC^P 01 —^.



These equations (2.39), as they stand, cannot be

solved to give the atomic constants in terms of the

elastic constants and there is no relation between the

elastic constants analogous to (2.31).

But if it is assumed that the forces between an

atom and its second neighbours are central forces,

then it is already known (Born (1940)) that for a

simple face-centred cubic lattice under central

forces, the elastic constants can be expressed in

terms of one atomic constant, and

(2.40) Cu - — 2x1^ -

So taking the terms in (2.39) referring to second

neighbour forces,

9^ - 2L,(qA L~ bk ~ V + Sv ") ,

(2.41) A = o

The elastic constants in terms of ^ , p./- are

then

(2.42)

£fl ~ ^2~ ~ Z<X ?

C
<*H = Hi ~ CU - ~l£ + V) ;

cn_ ~ cx.b ~ ^ .

From (2.42) can be derived three quadratic

expressions for , I , u. in terms of c , c , c^ ,

but there is no relation between the elastic

constants.



FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF DIAMOND.

The frequencies of vibration of diamond are

obtained by solving the characteristic equation

(1.13) 1 - u*I] - O

for various wave-vectors q in reciprocal space.

The cell-vectors of diamond are

»,•= a( 0 > 1 ; 1 )
«( 1

, 0 , 1 )
1, 1,0) .

Thus from (l.l9) the cell-vectors of the

reciprocal lattice are

+i, +i)

-1, +1 >

26,

(2.1)

(3.1)

The reciprocal lattice is a body-centred lattice.

The wave-vector q is then

or

(3.3) ^ " "£v* t»^ / I'*-. -

From the condition of the cyclic lattice

(1.22) it is sufficient to take values of q in

reciprocal space such that

(3.4) O < <h * 1 •

The elements of D(q) are obtained from (1.12)

by substitiiting the matrices ' ' given by (2.13), (2.14)



(2.15), (2.16), (2.32), (2.33), and the vectors r'~

given by (l.l) and Tables 1 and 4.

They are as follows:

GV\(20-£ 2."^ 4 A.1

- c<* _ c^> 37

£jot "f ^ t~j Cj5!>-iuCy ^— CjCTS

-q*

j7

^3*j. (u ) ~ ®a»G20 = v<- 4^2.- c**9t8j.3 - Ort
4 /u. ^ If - <^2^-^2/5^

\(J)- Xti) -&[«*» H.-v) -'u-3a^\,
\L\)" ^(t)= ^ 3!r^^.) - isvJ -

>„ p -xti) - \(,D - >>: (s) -^B)-X&)
=-■£.[!+ +^H% 4 e*"'"*"],

\ 11) - X (JO --1[-+^ - ""v - >

>„ CD-^ + "a'v- ^'] ,

2>nU)- \;uvi[' -^ )

..(3.5)



where is the comPlex conjugate of (jjj).
Since the matrices J) are symmetric, the

dynamical matrix D(q) in reciprocal space is Hermitian

and so all the roots to- of the characteristic
J

equation (1.13) are real.

In the q , q , q space, the elements of D(q)

are:

MS)'X [k)

\x$) = $»(£-) = \* + A. \ \ -
+ ^ \z - cckTT^ ac^jj)

MS)- i ~ ^)

MS) - ,

^ IS) - x» &) •= £ ^ ^,

x (.1) - M(i) - x* IS) = 2>: &)- xU&)-"£ li)
= _<*f 1+ e"lii|W + e''il^x) +e~'n,(^^lJ i

X LI) ' X (£) - - i[' - 4 e i(^- 2"

UV 3>t (2) - -l{\-r(^}- +r;^].
(3.6)



Fi&up^e ~5<

TH-e Fi^ST BRvLLooui "Z&ne oF A FAcE-CBrtTKEi}

OJ&4C LATTICE.

(Soyvvwceri^el^ awi "Betfve }



In order to taJce full advantage of the

symmetry properties of the » consider the

region of allowed wave-vectors in the q^q q ? space.
This is (see fig. 3) the first Brillouin zone of a

face-centred lattice, an octahedron with its vertices

cut off, defined by

I : %-=- ±{ ; :
(3.7)

Then from the form of the elements it is

necessary only to consider certain points in the

positive octant of the octahedron, points such that

(,-8) { V-HV, +-w i i ■

A selection of points in this positive octant

is obtained by dividing the range 0 to 1 of q(
into eighths and introducing vector components,

(3.9) |>L=%L •

Then

11= £'4 (yK+K+K^, lh-k+b) > (h+k-(>»)"]
(,-10) I =l'UK,K,hl-

The integers p p p are either all odd or
yj "z.

all even and

(3.11)

0 ~ k 4 K ~ k - S>
k+h k ^ *

There are 29 sets of numbers of this type.



To determine the frequency distribution, the

roots of (1.13) for each one of these sets of integers

must be weighted according to the number of similar

points in the whole octahedron.

Let

(3.12)

A.
A

B

C

E

Ww2- ^

^(X) = ^,00,
\JX),

AU^

* = <-J>« A
G - ^ (J)';
H -

,

J = Min. (.,t) ,

K II f

L

general case, the

(1.13) is

(3.13)

FA T K A 6 C

J GA L 8 h 9

K L tU C E ft

A* 8* c* FA T K

B* A* E* A GA L

C* iA Pf k L AA

— O



10*10
-ll+

(sec [)

cor IP

(setrf)

-'4



A first approximation to the frequency-

distribution is obtained by neglecting the forces

between second neighbours, i^e. put A. - j*. - V - O
Then

(3.14)

P ar G =r H Ss ^
>

J = K = L = 0,

and the equation (3.13) reduces to

(3.15) T = o

where I is the unit matrix of order 3x3.

A second approximation to the frequency

distribution is obtained by considering the second

neighbour forces to be central forces. Then

(2.41)
( fv = V •

The equation (3.13) has then no general

solution and must be solved numerically. However

for certain sets of points (p_^ p^ p^ ) the
determinant breaks down into determinants of lower

order.

(1) : P » Pz or P,- P^= P., •

These points lie on the main diagonal of

reciprocal space.

Then from (3.6) and (3.12)

(3.16)
F = G = H

J = K = L

B - C - E .

The determinant (3.13) reduces to

(3.17) F-J-A VB

F-T-A

F+2T-A

M-KLS* F+U-A

- o



CO < (O

(set:1)

Fi£o(?£ W).

^USUs H"6 01> £

Forces crriL-y

-i 1 r

(^o.o.o) (z,z,o> (4,i+,o> (G.fo.o) CSS.O) CjvKK)

CO-' <o
-<4

30

(secF)
2-0 -

OS .

(o,o,o)
—, ,

(Z.z.crt (.4,4, o)
I

(S.S.O)

R<&T fVrtrx^-^Fconi)

Tltnc->tffiouR PoRceS

i^o-uUe rcrofcs.



So

(3.18)

— ^ lce£~+ p(p>-i-2.oc) siu.xiT(^x ^

Ifp=P-P=0 i.e. q = 0, then
X i ~ Tz - '

Aj- Ax - i+°t- + 2.\P-io?-^.

(3.19) /. uj

= i+oC. ± Z^feCx
}

^ ov u -
, — O .

'.*«"% \l ^

This is the frequency shift of the first-order

Raman line of diamond; in wave-numbers,

(3.20) >

( c = velocity of light ).

(2) : P - Pw : p arbitrary or p = p : p_ arbitrary.X ^ c I 2. ^

This gives

(3.21) C = E 5 F - G ; K = L .

The determinant (3.13) splits into a

determinant of the fourth order and one of the second

order.

If in addition p^= 0 , then K ■=■ L = 0 , but
no further simplification of the determinant results.

(3) : p arbitrary : p ==■ p or p arbitrary : p = p.X £ t ~X— i

Then

(3.22) B = C^G=-H^J=K.
As in (2), the determinant splits into two

smaller determinants, one of the fourth order and one

of the second order.



 



If, in addition, p=-p=0 i.e. p = 0 , p =' ■* l? rl ' -^2-

(3.23) B - C ■= 0 : J = K = L - 0 .

Then

G-A I\+E - G-A A-£ « F-A A
(3.24) C\\E* C-i-A A*— E=* G -\ A* FA

- o

Since E*) = CH-E)(A*-e*) ^

=A.^ - 4^4. + M-yij. I i csv )

(3.25)
"FiJI J oci •+ p>r + (pc1- ji5-) cesIT^

A5 ~ 4-o4 4- "Syu.0 — osv ,w^ic)
4 2-^2. o£ J [ +031.11^ .

(4) : p^= 8 : p^ : p^= 0 .
Then

(3.26) A=rC^J« K - L = 0

and (3.13) becomes

(3.27) -k'M-k) - EE^F-A.) O .

(5) : p^4 Pi|+ .
The roots of (3.13) have been calculated

numerically by a method due to Aitken (1937).



4. NUMERICAL RESULTS*

There are four quantities expressed in terms

of the three parameters oc , jl , j*. : these are the
elastic constants

(2.42)

(a|i-ot -+-t+yu))
and the frequency shift of the first-order Raman line,

C = —

V ^

(3.20) \t=
Iftc. \

Kol

There is an identity between these four

quantities :

S. -\-<6Cu -Itc^
(4.1)

[$. k^cz. £-vz - ?C„ +- llcj
= 1

If the action of second neighbours is

neglected (jx= o ), (4.1) breaks up into two
identities,

(2.31)
(.^H |

(Cl{ 4- ;

which has been obtained already in Section 2, and

(4.2)
_ (

Sc.

The frequency shift of the first-order Raman

line of diamond is

(4.3) \l = 1332 cmT1
(see, for example, Robertson, Fox & Martin (1934) ).



The only direct measurements of the elastic

constants of diamond are those of Bhagavantam &

Bhimasenachar (1946) : they obtained the values

Cu=^-S s io,x-
(4.4) c , ,0,a V dynes/cm."

Adams (1921) and Williamson (1922) have

determined the compressibility of diamond, both using

the same apparatus. They found, respectively, 0.16

and 0.18x10 ^ per megabar: the mean of these results,

0.17*10"per megabar, corresponds to a bulk-modulus

(4.5) 5.9 x 10dynes/cm.2".

But the bulk-modulus

(4.6) 7 = -£ U. Z-O,
and substitution of the values (4.4) gives

(4.7) ~ — 5.8 v lo'2" dynes/cm^
in reasonable agreement with (4.5).

Now substituting the experimental values (4.3)
and (4.4) in the identities (4.1), (2.31), (4.2),

taking the lattice constant

2a =■ 3.56 * 10 5 cm.,

(4.8) m = 1.995*10^ gm.,

c=3 * 10° cm/sec.,
v.

we find

(4.9) L. H. S. of (4.1) - 1.40

(4.10) L. H. S. of (2.31) - 1.10,
(4.11) L. H. S. of (4.2) = 0.46.



The discrepancies (4.10) and (4.11) show that

the action of first neighbour forces is not sufficient

to explain the physical properties of diamond, but

(4.9), which takes into account second neighbour

forces, though an improvement on (4.11), is worse than

(4.10). As Bora (1946) has already pointed out, there

are three possible explanations, either there are

experimental errors, or the second neighbour forces

are not central, or more distant neighbours exert

appreciable forces. Acceptance of the second or

third alternative would preclude, at present, any

determination of numerical values of oc , ft , ju. .

Moreover, in view of the agreement between the two

values of the bulk-modulus (4.5) and (4.7),

experimental errors in c „ and c12< must be small.

Since the Raman frequency shift (4.3) is

measured optically and so to greater accuracy than

the elastic constants, from (3.20) and (4.3),

(4.12)
v2-

?
- o-i5*j * i oG dynes/cm..

Then oL4- - Z,o.c„ , so from (4.4) and

(4.12),

dynes/cm.,

and
K

= -i (cu

giving, from (4.7), (4.12), (4.13),

(4.14) dynes/cm..



Now +

(4.15) — 5.0*10lz~ dynes/cm^
on substitution of the values (4.12), (4.13), (4.14).

Lastly the observed values

V = 1332 cm"',
- 9.5*1015- dynes/cm^,

ctl_= 3.9vlOt2" dynes/cm?",

and the calculated value

c<+h~ 5.0*10'"" dynes/cm

give
f

L. H. S. of (4.1) =» 1.04

(4.16)
)

L. H. S. of (2.31) - 0.95.

Thus a change in the value of c,M> from 4.3 to
5.0*10'" dynes/cmT considerably improves the value

of the identity (4.1).

Numerical values of elements of mD(q) for the 29

sets of integers p^p^p^ given by (3.11), are

obtained from (3.6) using the values (4.12), (4.13),

(4.14) of oc , , and .

Table 6 gives the numerical values of the

frequencies of vibration for these 29 points

considering forces between first neighbours only.

Table 7 gives numerical values of frequencies if, in

addition, there are central forces between second

neighbours in the lattice.



Table 6. 37a

Frequencies of vibration of diamond under the action

of first neighbour forces only.

(Units of (Oj- are 10 ^ secT* : to convert to wave-
numbers, multiply by —— - 0.0531x10"'^)

ZUc

K. brtx.iAcLg<; VC ftcouiWc b^an-Ues. ^

kts K w, U)
2-» **

1 4 O Z-Zq 1-1* l-7« l-o3 l-o3

8* 2b Z Z. -3*Z- Z>2T{ 1-84 l-7l l-ob o-45

9 Z> 0 z-aq z-xq 1-78 1-78 1-03 1-03

9 o o *Z'*2q z-zq 1-78 l'7S 1-03 1-03

7 3 1 2,-33 Z-V& 1-87 f-U> (•05 0-45

7 I 1 2,»3I Z-3o [•73 1-bl l-oz, o*44

G (, o Z-3Z z>zq (•?4 471 I-Ob o-45*
2-3b 3-33 1-42 l-bz, 0-44 0-85

b 4 O Z-l5 a-zq 1-44 (•54 [•03 0-4o
(=> £, 7, Z'lS 2-33 i-qg 1-54 0-44 0'88

b z, o Z.-1L+ 2-32 Z-0L+ [•4b 047 o-41

boo 2,-33 3-33 a-oq l-4o o-44 o-q<+
5~ 5" / Z-Y] 2-31 [•44 (•bo 0-48 0-85

5" 3 3 z-iq 2,-38 (•45" (-58 O'So 0-78
5 3 1 z-z% 2-35 Z-o-J 1-4-Z o-sq o-74
5" 1 I Z-YJ 2.37 2.-18 (-2,5 0-83 0-82

if if if 2-4o z-q-o 1-41 [•(>3 o-73 o-73
bbt 2, -bo a-3s 2*oZ 1-44 0-8 1 0-73

4 4 o 2 -4o 2-34 Z-il 1-37 o-qo 0-73
4 7b Z,-4-( Z-4-( Z»q [•2b o-7i o-b4
bL O 2-43 Z-33 2'25 I'll o-qq o-43
if 0 o 2-44 Z-4( Z *32 o-qb o*7o O'lO

3 3 3 2, '4-z, 2-4-Z 2,-H (•3b 0'b7 o-b7
3 3 1 Z"44- a-f( 2-24 (•13 o*7o 0-5*4
3 I 1 Z-i+4, Z-45 2-3b O'Sb 0-55 0-52

2b 2b Z-4b 3-44 Z-33 0-45 0-5o OipO

Z, Z_> O z-4<? 2,-44 Z-4o o-7s 0-5o 0-34
2. o o 2*4-5 2-45 2'4b o-4q o -37 o-37

1 1 1 2*£o 2'5o a-4b o -4-8 o-a7 o 07



Table 7.

Frequencies of vibration of diamond under the

37b

action of first and second neighbour forces.

(Units of D- are lo'"4 sec7* : to convert to wave'

numbers, multiply by - 0.0531 "*10 '°.)

<: OjaftcaJ Uro-ucLes.-—> < fVcoo^"hc kroiuxU?;, >

W K W
8 U o Z.-SI Z-51 Z.-I7L, 2-17, I-4-8 l-i+8

« z. z. 2-4-8 2-4-8 2-27 2-12 1-53 l-3o

? Z. O 2,-51 zs\ 2.-1*7 2-17 1-4-4 1-4-4-

? 0 0 2-48 2-2.3 2-2,3 l-4-o l-4-o

1 3 1 2-So 2-50 2.-2.1+ 2-07 1-55 1-33

1 I 1 L-4-8 z-48 Z,-3o 2 -oG 1-4-3 1-35

4> t o 2 * 4-8 2-4-8 2-21 2-12. 1-53 l-3o

to 1+ Z 1-51 2-51 2-28 2-o7 1-35 l-lt

t 4- o Z-Sl 2-51 2-34- 2.-01 (•4-7 l-ZS

t Z. Z Z'ltf 2-4-9 2-33 (-94 1-37 (•if

(» Z. O 2-51 ZSl Z-4-o (-^o I-3Lf (•23

Goo L-USj Z,'ltf 2-4-3 1-57 1-25 (-25
5" S- 1 z-^q z-zq Z-zq Z-oo I-4G l-(S
3 3 3 z<+q z-^q 2-3 2 2 -oG 1-13 (• 0 G

3 3 1 ZSl LSI 2-3t> 1-88 (•3o l-o5

3 I 1 ZSo ZSo Z-UZ 1-tS (•n l-((+
L+ 1+ t+ ZSo ZSo 2-34- 2-l| o-qq o-qq
L+ Zr Z ZSo 2- 5o Z-3S 1-44 1-lLf o-qq
1+ Lf O 2 So 2-5o 2-44- (•78 !<3 3 o-qq
if Zo 1 ZSo <2*4q z-^q I'll sq% o-qs
4- 2, o LSI 2-CI Z-t+q l-fq 1-09 0-88

t+ o 0 Z'SI 2-51 ZSl 1-36 0-97 0-97
3 3 3 ZSo 2-So 2-45 1-84 o-q 1 o-q 1

3 3 1 Z-'sO 2-5"o 2-4-3 1-55 t-ol 0-&O
3 1 1 LSI ZSt Z-Sl 1-2J 0-77 0-7 9.
L L Z ZSl Z-Sl ZS( t-iq o-feq o-tq

.2, Z. o ZSl 2-51 2-Q I.07 0-73 osq.
^ o o ZSI Z»'fe | ZSI 0-71 0-52, o-sz
lit 2-5< 2-Sc 7-ZI 0-71 0-37 cv37
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The frequencies belonging to certain wave-

vectors have been plotted in fig. 4 : the wave-

vectors are given in terms of p p o The
x. > m ^

separation into optical and acoustic branches is

obvious. The degeneracies in some of the graphs

could be removed by a more accurate determination of

the values of oC , ^> and tx than was possible
from the available experimental data.

The frequency spectrum li(y) can be derived

from the calculated frequencies by dividing the

range of values of \/ into equal intervals dv and

counting the number of frequencies in each interval.

Having regard to the accuracy of the calculations and

the total number of frequencies, the interval chosen
14- -I

was — 0.3 x 10 ' sec..

Thus three histograms were plotted, each shifted
14-

0.1 x 10 in the to scale from the other two.

These histograms were then smoothed out and gave the

frequency distribution curves shown (figs. 5 and 6)

which were normalised so that

,o0

(4.17) M(Odv = ,

where Kvis the number of frequencies in the interval

\J to v-t-dv and H is Avogadro's number.

Separate distribution curves were drawn for the

six branches of the spectra: these are also shown in

figs. 5 and 6.



 



Comparison of Tables 6 and 7 and figs. 5 and 6

shows that the introduction of second neighbour

central forces increases the magnitude of the

calculated frequencies for all the 29 points of

reciprocal space chosen.

The main features of the two frequency

distributions are given in Table 8.

Table 8.

5" Rj_t
(Pir»Jr + Secsr«.<{

OUy ) HtlqUWcn/r t-svce-s )

W."U .

it of ?>«c_trucS-

K oj-

-I

to(- Z.-35 •< 10 Sec.

U^- O-S"] x lO^iccT,'
I-3Z, * lOVt+Sec7*

Lo(=- £'40 v (0,l+ W~!

l-e.5- -» iO,H jic;1

w, - l-fS * lolCf
i

u, : u.^

^*7

(•% 1- tj-

l4fc. qf -v^-aiu. wax.

(4fc. of Vo.t.

i'G

Ht- Vua'ik u-vCLt.

\fa. c>f Vuivuviuuk,

7'S [U-lf

The shape of the frequency distribution

resembles closely that calculated by Blackman (1937)

for a simple cubic lattice containing one type of

particle.



5. SPECIFIC HEAT 0? DIAMOND.

If rt(v) is the frequency distribution

function of a crystal then the specific heat at

constant volume of 1 mole is

r 06

(5.1) MU) - £ Am ;
o

where k - Boltzmann1s constant,

h= Planck1 s constant,

T = absolute temperature,

E(x) — is the Einstein function.
(j^-07*

ftlv) is normalised so that its integral over

the entire spectrum gives the total number of

frequencies per mole, i.e. in the case of diamond,

(4.17) J rf(v)4v rr .
o

The Einstein function has been tabulated

(Landolt-Bornstein (1927) ); values of tt(v) were taken

from figs. 5 and 6 and the function was

integrated numerically for various values of T.

Using the distribution function for first

neighbour forces only (fig. 5),

Q = 0.240 cal./°K at T-100°K.
= 1.159 cal./°K at T=-200°K.

(5.2)

The results obtained using the distribution

function (fig. 6) for first and second neighbour forces

are given in Table 9 together with the values of the

characteristic temperature <G) derived from the

specific heat according to Debye's theory.
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Table 9.

Temperature (V
© °K.

° K. cal./°K.

100 0.0669 1910

150 0.270 1800

200 0.596 1810

250 1.009 1840

500 1.463 1870

400 2.360 1910

500 3.139 1920

1000 4.957 1960

1200 5.231 I960

Born & v. Karmin (1912) have shown that the

characteristic temperature © at zero absolute

temperature is

where -O. is the atomic volume and o- the mean

velocity of propagation of waves in the crystal.

can be calculated from the elastic constants of the

crystal by an approximation given by Hopf & Lechner

(1914). For diamond, this gives

(5.4) ©-
at zero absolute temperature.
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Experimental values of the specific heat of

diamond have been obtained by Nernst (1911),

Magnus & Hodler (1926), Robertson, Fox & Martin (1936),
and Pitzer (1938). The curve obtained from the

experimental data for temperatures between 70°K. and

300^. is given in fig. 7. Comparing the calculated

specific heats (5.2) and Table 9 with experiment, it

is evident that although first neighbour forces alone

give far from accurate results, the introduction of

second neighbour central forces produces values of the

specific heat in close agreement with experiment.

Fig. 8 shows the relation between experimental and

theoretical values of the characteristic

temperature (y) and illustrates the deviation from

Debye* s theory.

There is no information available on the

temperature variation of the measured elastic

constants, but Krishnan (1946a and b) has

investigated the thermal expansion of diamond and the

temperature variation of the Raman frequencies. The

frequency shift of the principal Raman line decreases

from 1333.2 cnC' at 85°K. to 1316 cml1 at 976°K., i.e.

a variation of 1.3# per 900° K. of the value at 300°K..
The corresponding change in the atomic constant oc over

900°K. is, from (4.12), approximately 2i% of the value

at 300°K.. Since the variation in the lattice

constant is only about 1/5 % per 900°K., the change in



the elastic constants can be taken to be 2per 900°K.,
i.e. 1/3 % per 100°K. of the value at room temperature.

This variation will have no appreciable effect on the

calculated specific heats as it is much less than the

limit of error of the calculations.



PART II

THE RAMAN SPECTRUM OP DIAMOND.

6. INTRODUOTION.

The Raman effect, the scattering of light

by liquids and crystals with change in frequency, was

first observed in 1928. In the case of crystals, the

frequency differences between the incident and the

scattered light can be correlated with the vibrational

energy states. To simplify the problem, Placzek (1934)

assumed that though it is the electrons which

interact with the incident radiation, the changes in

energy are absorbed by the nuclei which perform small

harmonic oscillations about fixed positions. The

polarisability tensor of the crystal, on which depends

the induced electric moment, can then be expressed as

a power-series in the vibrational amplitudes, and so

the matrix elements of the polarisability are

calculated in terms of the energy states of the nuclei

and the unperturbed electric moment of the crystal.

The Raman spectrum of diamond has been

investigated since 1930, but before 1944 only a single

intense line with a frequency shift of 1332 cmT' had

been observed, (e.g. Robertson, Pox & Mafctin (1934)).

This line was attributed to the triply degenerate

vibration against each other of the two inter¬

penetrating simple lattices of carbon atoms. In 1944



45.

Krishnan succeeded in photographing the second-order
o

Raman spectrum of diamond using the 2536 A. radiation

from a water-cooled quartz mercury arc. He repeated

his observations in 1946, obtaining spectra of greater

intensity and higher resolution. This experimental

method, first developed by Rasetti in 1930, can be

used only with ultra-violet transparent diamonds, but

since both ultra-violet transparent and ultra-violet

opaque diamonds give the same frequency shift for the

principal Raman line, it is unlikely that there is any

difference between the second-order spectra of the two

types. The second-order spectrum consists of a

continuous band with super-imposed small peaks,

extending over about 600 cm7' with its maximum near

the mercury line at 2698.9 A.. The frequency shift of

this maximum from the exciting line is 2460 cm.'.
There is a small peak with a shift of 2176 cm.' at the

high frequency side of the band, and at the other side

a sharp line at 2666 cm.' (the octave of the first-

order frequency) marks the cut-off of the band.

The Raman spectrum of any crystal consists

in general of a first-order line spectrum, a second-

order line spectrum of sums and differences of the

first-order frequency shifts, and a second-order

continuous spectrum of sums and differences of any

two vibration frequencies belonging to the same wave-

vector. Born & Bradburn (1947) first developed the



theory of the second-order continuous spectrum and

applied their results quantitatively to rocksalt. The

general theory explains satisfactorily the main

features of the diamond spectrum, the extent of the

continuous band and the positions of the maxima and the

cut-off. The results depend only on the measured

elastic constants, the lattice constant and the

first-order Raman frequency shift. In order to

explain the relative intensities of the different

maxima it would be necessary to consider the

interaction between electronic configurations around

neighbouring nuclei in the crystal.



7. GM2RAL THEORY OF RAMAN SP3CTRA.

Classically, elliptically polarised incident

light

(7.D +
iu3b\

ft e J

produces an electric moment M in the crystal, with

rectangular components

(7.2) 1*1 - ( <=> ,<r = 1,2,3)

where oc^ is the polarisability tensor.
If s is a unit rector normal to the direction

of obserration, then the intensity of the scattered

light is

= a+Zj 2L cVoC% V
,uv / % i

(7.3)

From the standpoint of quantum mechanics, the

intensity of light scattered in a transition from a

vibrational state v to another vibrational state v', is
4- i \*+

then obtained by replacing w by and cx:^

by the matrix element since u)w, «< <o for
all lines excited by a given incident beam, we may put

(7.4)
r

- 2_; Ll£0- uiiIyy' *
/ /

For natural incident light and scattered

light observed without an analyser, averages over the

polarisation of the incident and scattered light give

+ 0 ^

(7.5)

J\J\* = - I Cv5S £U

\(\l-}
;

-

^ Swx C^, ^



where IQ= ijAj1" - intensity of the incident light,
are the angles between the incident beam and

the coordinate axes, and are the angles between

the observed beam and the axes. In particular, if a

natural incident beam parallel to a coordinate axis

is observed normal to its direction,

(7.6) e,=o ■.

=o . (e + f)
(7.7) = O : M,* = AA =T,

~ = X ' ~ ° '

So

(7.8) ^ Llain]l,|fi + + ^^i^JvTr' + L^yj^irei | .

Since the last term represents an anisotropic effect

depending on the axis normal to the plane of the

incident and observed light, we replace it, for cubic

crystals, by

(7.9) I

Hence,

C . _

~\T\rx 2_—o
r>

Considering generally

$7.10) L^ecr^v ivrw1 " ^

for all vibrational transitions v to v1, since there

are many transitions belonging to the same frequency,

the weighted mean of this quantity must be calculated.



If is the energy of the system in the state v, then
49,

(7.11) /cur

„
_ /uT

r: —^"VuT

m-

where k = Boltzmann* s constant, T is the absolute

temperature, and the summation is over the initial

state v.



ft. EXPANSION OP THE POLARISABILITY IN TERMS OF NORMAL

COORDINATES.

The equilibrium positions of the nuclei and

their small displacements u( ^ ) are defined as in
Section 1 above. Expanding the polarisability tensor

in powers of these displacements,

( 8 • 1) £<3- ~~ A- —4- - -

where

(8.2)

~ Co-usteu^t

V') -

All these quantities are symmetric in and cr .

The coefficients of the terms in this

expansion are derivatives of the polarisability taken

in equilibrium and so satisfy certain conditions

arising out of the symmetry of the lattice. In

addition, the electric moment of the lattice, like

the potential energy, is invariant for a rigid

translation of the crystal as a whole. Hence

(8.3) is independent of Q.;

(8.4) tVt') = °V,/w IVlC ) ,

(8.5) Ck)-°
k •'

(8.6)



Following Placzek, we assume that the nuclei

form a set of 3sN uncoupled harmonic oscillators.

( N is the number of cells in the crystal.) Then the

equations of motion of the nuclei comprise N sets, each

of 3s equations of the type

(1.9) *Uk) + = ° •

In Section 1 these equations were solved by

introducing a plane wave, but here we introduce

complex normal coordinates ). Then

(8.7) ^)rKk4(l) = E§W|,)e'l!1'c<)
and (1.9) becomes

(8.8) 1 ~ ^^ ^<p 1 2fc'' ^p> I ~ °
where j= 1,2,3,...,3s. (Gf. (l.ll).) The choice of

possible wave-vectors £ is restricted as before by the

condition of the cyclic lattice.

The e^klj) are the components of the eigen¬
vectors of the lattice corresponding to the frequency

oof and satisfy the orthogonality relations

(8.9)

23 ^(k|^e^k'lp= Hf).rtLk').
J

Each complex f' '■ represents two real normal

coordinates, but since

(8.10) $("*) =



restriction of the values of £ to half the unit cell of

reciprocal space reduces the number of coordinates to

the correct value.

Substituting (8.7) in (8.2)

ts.ii) 2-ttZ Wk)e%r<) *(f).e
% /- Ik '> ^ U VJ7

5-1 i(d.r?) .
The factor <C< e is a <3-function of q and is

I

zero unless £= 0. Hence

(8.12) ^ °Vtp£(.j),
where

(8.13) <VCp ^ '
The matrix elements vanish except

for transitions v to v* belonging to the frequencies

4 CO ; so the first-order Raman effect is a

spectrum of 3s- 3 lines. (The 3 acoustic branches of

the frequency spectrum of a crystal have co(j)=0.)
This line spectrum does not exist if each lattice

point of the crystal is a centre of symmetry, for in

that case O .

The second-order polarisability becomes

(8.14)

' ( ~£l •

Substituting & for ({-&'), the factor 2L, e ~; is a
e<

"5 -function of . So using (8.10)

(8.15)



where
53.

(8.16)
Wc' ^



q. CALCULATION OF THE INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION. 54

Consider first a set of real oscillators

characterised by quantum numbers v- . The matrix
J

elements ["v^^of the amplitude of one of these
oscillators are zero unless v. changes by + | while

all the other v. , are unchanged. The matrix elements
4

°f th® square of the amplitude are zero
J

unless v. changes by 0 or t 2, and the matrix
J

elements J ^5') the product are zero

unless v- and v-i both change by + | .
<J J

The non-vanishing elements can be arranged

according to the frequencies

(9.1) = Z, Wj wj ) }
^

and are set out below in Table 10, where c —

T abl e 10 •

J l2xor
nI

Mv
o c-C^+O

4u>-
o cjwj4-1

-"i C-jFf
+z,Wj.
- Z.WJ cj Jyj" c-vj-0

Uj+Uji
- 1^+u.y) Cfj 'Jtfj-vji

fc,r u., Cj'Ci'Jujl («]+•)
{



55.
Further, a product of the form

(5.2) ^
will be zero unless both factors refer to the same

oscillator, and a product

(9-3) <^Btj nj ■'] ty y„"]ov.)<^
will be zero unless the first factor refers to the

same pair of oscillators as the second, i.e. unless

3=3", i'-- r, or J =

For complex oscillators V ~ 1t , the

thermal average of the amplitude product

(9-4) <CVL P£L>«, = •
Omitting the case v = v* (Rayleigh scattering), there

are three possible ways of choosing the indices j in

the second-order amplitude products. The thermal

averages corresponding to these three ways are:

U): 3 = i-3"-f:

(9.5) •

(2) : j = j": jl= f : j £ j1 :

(9.6) •

(5): j - j"': j" : j =j= j' :

(9.7) /

The thermal averages for the real oscillators

are obtained from (7.11) and Table 10, and are given

in Table 11 below.



Table 11

4- wj cy)e9j'
~~wj cm

4-Tjio •

zxQf

lOj-hOjl qpcQ-; trH'
— (lo* C(j)CCj')

W; -Uji

The abbreviations used are

. r r a = SI
X.

(9.8) (&,-■j^' '• '

Hence for the first-order effect, from (7.10),

(8.12), (9.4) and Table 11, the intensity of a single

transition is

(Stokes line)
(9. 9>

e.J (Anti-Stokes line)

The Stokes lines are the frequency shifts — and
J

the anti-Stokes lines the frequency shifts
My



Similarly from (7.10), (8.15), (9.5), (9.6),

and Table 11, the intensity of a single second-order

transition is

(9.10) ^CQ7*H1 j1 tfj')
^tb

,w> e-^f-W
.-ft!)

)
corresponding to the frequencies

( u(f)(9.11) -(SO- i "If)- ^ C/0 .

Then the intensity of a first-order line

excited by an incident beam A and scattered in a

direction s is, from (7.4),

(9.12) er,U?)VCvS, (J =1,2,3,..(M)
er^v

To calculate the observed second-order

intensity, the single transition intensity (9.10) has

to be integrated over the part of reciprocal space

0 < £ ^ 1 which belongs to the apprdpriate frequency

r

(9.1.3) t_ I!i
^ JJ-

lo j^u-HLo
Then the total second-order intensity

produced by incident light A scattered in the

direction s, is

(9.14) T(i») = "2_, (">) VCj>



If the lattice has more than one particle in

the unit cell, then the optical branches of the

frequency spectrum tend to finite limits as q

approaches zero. Consequently the range of

integration in (9.13) has to be split into two parts,

one part containing the single point q = 0, and the

other, the rest of the allowed range. At the point

q = 0 the summed integral (9.13) reduces to a sum over

j and in which there are (3s)" terms. The

frequency shifts corresponding to these terms are sums

and differences of the (3s-3) first-order Raman

frequencies, so there will be 3s(3s-3) second-order

lines ( 3(3s-3) of these will coincide with the

first-order lines); 9 terms belong to combinations of

the acoustic branches and have zero frequency shift.

The summed integral (9.13) taken over the

remainder of the allowed part of reciprocal space has

{is)2* terms. Hence the observed spectrum will also

contain (3s)" continuous bands, each one of which has

a maximum at a certain point. The result of the

superposition of these bands is a continuous

background with a large number of peaks.



10. CALCULATION OF THB RAMAN SPECTRUM OP DIAMOND,

(a). First-order line spectrum.

The polarisability terms occurring in (9.9)

are given explicitly by (8.13):

l8-13)

where for diamond, k-1 or 2, j= 1,2, 3, 4,5,6, and

m = m = m.
t i~

(10.2)

From the invariance condition (8.5),

(lO.l) °^><r ) "4" y. — O }

and by applying the matrices of the symmetry

operations given in Section 2 above, we find

0 = *zV t') =

— ^ (2-^) — 1 (2-) = ^',x ^0 ~ '

The remaining ^<r ^ (^) are zero*
The eigen-vectors eu(k j) at the point q = 0

are the normalised latent vectors of the dynamical

matrix D( q) at a = 0, viz.

r

3(l|

(10.3) /

3,(1)1) = 1/J2
e_(l | 2) - 0

3) - 0

9(1)4) - 1//2
e (1J 5) - 0
©( 11 6) - 0
e(2)l)=-l/(2
e(2|2)- 0
9(2)3)= 0
9(21 4) - 1/1 2

e(2

B(2
I

5) - 0

6) - 0

e(l) l) - 0 : e(l|l)- 0
e(l12) - 1/J2: e(l| 2) - 0
9(l|3)= 0 : e(l|3) - lAf2
eU| 4) - 0 : eU| 4) - 0
eU| 5) - 1/J2: e(l|5) = 0
eClj.6) = 0 : e(l|6) = l/JT
®C2[l) = 0 : e^2)l) = 0
e?( 2 j 2)--l/J~2: e( 212) - 0
e(2 j 3) - 0 : e( 2 3)=-l/ 2

e( 2 4) ■= 0 : e( 2 j 4) -- 0i—l ^ I

et 2 I5) - X/f2: e( 2 5) = 0

ei216) ' 0 : ^[6)^1/(2:



corresponding to the frequencies
r mo - "W = wii) =

,

CO(5) - - o .

Substituting in (8.13),

(3.19)

(10.4)

(10.5)

(10.6)

(10.7)

(10.8)

^ 0
, for a11 3>

(j) " 0 ,

oC
Zb

by

for j =1,2,4,5,6

for j= 2,3,4,5,6

for J = 1,3,4,5,6

°VU)~ °S*li) -

But for a natural incident beam observed normal

to its direction without an analyser,

(7.9) iyv ' 3-^c

so we have to form the quantities A(j) given by

do.,,

Prom (10.4) - (10.8),

A(l) = A(2) = A(3)=

A( 4) = A( 5) = A( 6) - 0;
(10.10)

Since *•>(')- ca (x) - u(8)^
(10.11) : C(i) = CU) = C(3) ?

so the intensity of the single first-order line is
"* 1

I (Stokes line)

(10.12) !(])- 3I^(\(»).C0] by
(Anti-Stokes line) .



(b). Second-order spectrum.

The polarisability terms in (9.10) are

given by (8.16):

(8.16) ~ S, Clck1) e ^ * e/-(k(?)ev
where k,k» - 1 or 2, j,j» = 1,2,3,4,5,6, and m = m « m.I 2—

First consider the constants the

label the bonds between a nucleus (°i) of the
base cell and some other nucleus (_£) . The number of

independent can be reduced by applying the

symmetry operations of the lattice and the invariance

condition (8.6). In the diamond lattice, each nucleus

in the unit cell has four first neighbours and twelve

second neighbours; to account for the observed

specific heat it is necessary to assume central forces

between second neighbours. If the polarisability were

taken to the same approximation as the dynamical

matrix J) (£(<»), there would be in all 32 different

values of to consider. But these &•) are
derivatives of the polarisability of the crystal taken

in equilibrium and so depend on the interaction

between the electrons surrounding neighbouring nuclei

in the lattice. The determination of this interaction

is a perturbation problem in quantum mechanics which

will not be considered here. Therefore, to reduce the

number of arbitrary constants appearing in the

intensity factors to a minimum, we shall assume that

are zero for all neighbours except the

first.



Labelling the bonds iL1) as in Table 1,

Section 2, the 10 independent °^€r ClU.') areJ

(10.13) <

^l) a>

**??!*) * 'S.nO) =
<*,.,0.0)= C,

o4i.,^0)= d»

<*.1,^1 0)= e»

^ll.l. 0)= ^11,2.x 0) =
o< 11,% 0)= g,

*"«,.* 0)= h»

*a,*. CO- k-

All the other non-zero
v (^^can be

obtained from these by the use of the symmetry

operations of Section 2 and the invariance condition

(8.6).

Now consider the eigen-vectors eu(k "H. There
r J

is no difficulty about the second-order line spectrum,

for the range of integration in (9.13) is the single

point q - 0, and the eigen-vectors required are given

in (10.3) above. But for the continuous part of the

spectrum, although the eigen-vectors could be found

for each point of reciprocal space for which the

corresponding frequencies Oo ) are already known,

the calculations would be lengthy and tedious. The

frequencies uj^.^as functions of q, are stationary at
J J



the point q-(l»i>i") (cf. fig. 4 above); the

frequency density of Siven by

(10.14) Zj-iU>)dAO -
k° (ft'") (A t*>4-A*-3

will be a maximum at this point. Thus a first

approximation to the summed integral (9.13) is

(10.15) LeT,^* ~ Cp|0
where q - .

At the point q-0, (8.16) becomes

u v: -i „V m
hul!)eK> -MM*

+e,(llj )ej2l°'' +®,t2H
"f i*m

(10.16)
ib

m

+e|1lpe^2[J) +e%(2|?
-e(l|pe^||,) -e(2l?)|2|J,

n(iir>?2ip nt2l!

deUlpept?,) -\dlpetll°,
-.(2lJ)^2lJ) -e(2

4e(l|jp(2i?,) +^llj)^2|j
4e,(2|p$l[J) +e|2|?

*l|J>

W

eplj)

e^lp

(10.17)

Substituting the eigen-vectors (10.3),
Sa~ . / j 0 > &t> • ^ ( 0 — St» •
ul • "SiUa/' ^ • °Si WiJ- ',1 U

Vw >1.1 o< (0\ sL ■

0 W&

^ixla)" UV - la)

• U3

= _ su.
Vw

V4A.



All other o^e(r J are zero.
Now let

(10.18)
r-

r mi

so

A~

_ ^4-

If Hi'

AlS) - *&) ■ ,
(lo-l9) [ a&) - a&) - a cro « -fe-

Since w(_J«) for j,j*« 1,2,3,
(10.20) ulJO - <4p+
and

(10.21) J )~^J^ ~ ° •

Hence C(?) = c(^<) and (Hj)-ptj')
for j,j*- 1,2,3, and there will be a single second-

order Raman line for diamond with a frequency shift

co CJJ0 ~^l^hL intensity, from (7.9) and (9.10)^
,~nnnK , f ' (Stokes line)

JJ

i

Cv

ee^(°)(A. Stokes line).



At the point q «= (i,i»i)» (8.16) becomes
65.

"4')" m

-2b
m

(10.23)

2e(lj j
+ e(ljj

2e(l|j )«3MJ
+

+2%Cl|j Jejllj1
+ 4Ai

+?s } «(ili
+ e^l'j

+ ^2 li
+i?j

I + i2\i

42d
m

m

".»(!)«> +24
+2g

m

m

(10.24)

K(2IJ
+ e(2|i

{iAi ><H'
"2h

+2e( 2 (j
+ e,(l|j
+ 4 2li

4A[ ' |2 |j
+ 6( 2(j

+2| J fl|j)6^2li'
I ♦ 9<2lj

+23

+2e(2|j)«j2|j'
e*( 2[J ) + e(2|]
+2eC2|j){(2|j'

e(2jj') + 8(2(1
+2es( 2 |j ) § 2(j'

312 lj') + e(2[j
+ e,Clli K(2li'
§l|i ) + e,(2[j
+ e(l|j )e(2|j'

2 I j
+ etl|j >$2|j'

e)Mi'> + 1(2li

+ e£l[j )e(2|j
4d|j') + i<2li

+ 6(2|j)e]l|j'
+2\t1|j)6^l|i'

e>li') T2ei 2(j
<$2lj'> + ®,H|j
4 Ail + ei2li
+ •ttlj )$2|('

4jx(j') + 8(2(1
+ 4Ai)^2|j'

ejx|j') + e^(2|j

4ix|j'),

•Mi')

«i|f)

w

i» >

I

W
e^lj')
W.

%A'{)



66,

The eigen-vectors e(k|^) at q=(^,^,2) are theJ
normallsed latent vectors of the dynamical matrix D(q)
at that point. From (3.6) and (3.18) they are as

follows;-

(10.25) (

e,(lll) =

e(l| 2) =

e(l| 3) -

® (11 4) ■=

e(l(5)-
e(l 16) =

e,(2jl) =
o( 2(2.)-
®( 213) ■=
e( 2^4)--
Q,( 21 5)- -

e(2|6)=-

1/2 :

1/2(3:

1/(6 :

l/(~6 :

1/2 :

1/2(3:

1/2 :

1/2(3:

1/(6* :

■1/(6 :

■1/2 :

■1/2(3:

e>(l|2)
ejl|3)
«Cl|0
e(ll5)

e(l|6)
e(2|l)
e^2|2)
eU|3)
s( 21 4)

e(2|5)

=-1/2 :

= 1/2(3:
= 1/(6 :

= 1/(6 :

=-1/2 :

= 1/2(3:
=-1/2 :

- 1/2(3:
- 1/(6 :

= -1/(6 :

^ 1/2 :

e( 2 6)= -1/2(3:
«2-

e(l|2)=
.,(113).
etl|4) =

e|ll5):
ej 1)6)3
e(2|l),
e(2|2)=

e(2|3).
e(2|4)=
%(2\5)-

0

■1/(3
1/(6

l/("6

0

■1/(3
0

-1/(3

1/(6

-1/(6

0

i/(3
v

These values are inserted in (10.23) and

(10.24) and a lengthy calculation leads to the

following values of

4,

at the point q=(i,i,i)t

+ iT
r

■fyGV

U?~ - cl + 16b + c+ + eT* + 4- 1c -d<f2.e)
cl L

W41 + i-j±-*L-Ej -



Ywxf\{yty - — (3ck4- tb -Zc - Zd-Zcf
+ ^Uf+<j -IcLArZ.i+Zk)^

67,

Wx Ai^) — — [ 0l4- 2i> 4* Zc, 4- ZA 4-
+

3 +?L|c)2;

k.x A(^5/ —

? m) =

£,(6-4t> — c— e.^ 4- 4-(f> —4,) J
+ £. (f+ <j - j -k^* 4- 4-C-f"^;

4j 2.(0.-1-5k-c-M-e)z*4- l+(a,a+t, - £c -t-A-ifiH
+1(S(+cj-^ -j -k)»■ + 4 (f+^+ U --ZLf

- — [ 3cL-^b +c~2jd + e.^)
4- itf-^ + Uk + j -t-k)^

UxA(i^>) = Ucx A"(W»)

- ! ick-^b — 2x, 4-d-feJ)

K^AI'+s) - u-xMM)
= ~ (a-b -c -& 4-2^y

= "5 I0-- t- c +-£4-e)'

+|W-^-^+j + kT
,(10.26)

All other A(jj*) are zero.



Then the intensity distribution of the second-

order continuous spectrum is

(10.27) <

3% # A • St •

jj1

with A(Jj»), 0(j), and

r 1 l l \

W -N)-ftI;»

taken at the point
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11. NUMERICAL RESULTS.

(a). First-order line spectrum.

The observed value of the frequency shift of

the principal Raman line (1332 cmJ) has already been

used to determine the values of the atomic constants

of the lattice (cf.(4.12)). The total intensity

given by (10.12) contains as a factor the arbitrary

constant n = c^0}* The ratio of the intensity of the
-1*0)

Stokes line to that of the anti-Stokes line is e.

where ft(0 =^^').
» kT

N ILf-
Taking uju)= 2.51*10 sec., and the

temperature of the crystal to be 300°K., this ratio is

586. The observed value given by Krishnan (1946c) is

575.

(b). Second-order line spectrum.

The frequency shift of the single second-

order Raman line of diamond is, from (10.20), twice

the frequency shift of the first-order line, i.e.

2664 cmj. This agrees satisfactorily with Krishnan's

experimental result of 2666 cm.!. The intensity of

this line (10.22) contains three arbitrary constants

a,b,h. No data are available on the ratio of the

intensities of the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines.



 



(c). Second-order continuous spectrum.

Referring to Section 4, the density

functions can be calculated from Table 7 by theJJ
same method that was used to obtain the frequency

distributions. The range of values of to is divided

into equal intervals oko=r 0.6*10'^ sec.' and then the

number of combinations

frequencies belonging to the same wave-vector q can

be counted in each interval. Three histograms are

I If f

plotted, each shifted 0.2*10 sec. in the to scale

from the other two. These histograms are then

smoothed out and give the frequency density curves

Prom (10.26) we need consider only the 18

branches for which the A(jj») are not zero. The

density functions "Z--i(t*>) for these branches are
Jj

shown in fig. 9, and the frequency shifts of the

maxima of the branches are given in Table 12.

Table 12.

1 :
(iw 1

CiM' 1: ISoS" aj!

U,U3^ (>3^ <1— u) ^

3: Z,ll " % 4—1*3 ^ 11+3 If

m-%7 - 10:
(u,-
Vwi

lot ..

5\ 3 lZ-,5"* >i II : 3i+£ -

(0:
<0^4—

U52SL, n

»ZJ'. ^M- "

13: WS- U3fe 133 "



Comparison of fig. 9 with Krishnan's 71,

experimental results shows that the factors A(jj»)

must be zero for the branches 4,5,7,8,9,11,12,13; i.e.

(11.1) A(55) = A( 66) ^ A(45) = A( 46) - A( 56) = 0.

The branches (.10) | (wa-wi%)\ may be covered
by the incident mercury line. Further the

calculated maxima at 2177 cm.' and 2469 cm.' can be

identified with the experimental peaks at 2176 cm.

and 2460 cm7I These calculated frequency shifts

depend only on the measured elastic constants,

the lattice constant, and the frequency shift of the

principal Raman line. Krishnan claims to identify a

number of additional peaks on either side of the

main maximum at 2460 cm.', but from the

microphotometer record, there is no reason to suppose

that these are anything other than random

fluctuations of intensity.

Now from (10.26), if A(55)=0,

(11.2)

a-f b = c + e,

b = d
)

f+ g = j+ k,

f = h.

and so A( 66) =- a(56)— 0.

If A(45)= AC 46) = 0, then using (11.2),

a-c : b - d = e: f = h=j : g - k: i.e



(11.3) <

"^11,11 ^0 H (-0 j

0^1 (X-2-(-*)~ ^M.XJ ~ ^ ",33 (') = 06 II,}. (') ;

°Sit 11 (•') ~~ "S^llAV? —"tx-xp*. (.') =C^(2iZ2, Cl) ^

oC..

V

-IZ(„ 0) ^i3l(t).

Then the remaining non-zero AC *) "become

r
A( 11)= A(22}

(11.4) < A(«) ' ^[(*+ xtf4- i Uf+<j)M

A(13)- A( 23)

= it
2>tv3

V

p-wTable 13 gives the values of e v^/ and C(j)
for the point taking the temperature of

diamond to be 300°K..

72,

Table 13.

J I £ s <+

U>; (O''4"
O

Z-6o z, -$o Z..J1+ 2-lt

0-0o|-]5 o. 001*7s" O.0OXtl> 0roQo

zct') »©"♦
<

0. 4-c>| o. tf-O I O.ifZ^ 0.1+1 (o



htiotfe 10

Flwe, line is sicehqU. ©£ KaTi^Ivvcxw s "XAAcro|iL6t]&vujdbiri"c- (rfeofcL o,|-
K/Xiu.<tu. ^ectvuuA. ©j. dLiaJM.ow.dl : bvolceu. liu.es
fe^sres CAA-t" "$veoifeh.caI (Urubritjufc^KS "to •VtLe qj, ^Ve^ueAAO-^

^-UAActjrv-S ^4 j' ^W.u-1.fc'tUoitwirw (X^iro |>V"(oJi. ^-atfccrS ;
-tlu'dc Uwe fejaveSejuts Su^ev^ositevv. C^j- iCeS-e ^tv«.ctL*»v\.S ^ i.e. +€La.
"fetcLL ^exrfetTccJ? iutfiA«.CiCl| .



The frequency density functions corresponding

to the non-zero A(jj») are then multiplied by

products and squares of these C(j) and <=7^^ as in

(10.27). Lastly, by choosing appropriate values of

ratios of the A(jj') in (11.4) it is possible to

approximate to the observed total intensity of the

Stokes branches; the final result is shown in fig. 10

below, which contains the separate branches, the total

intensity, and Krishnan's experimental curve. The

ratios between the A(jj») are

(11.5) A( 33) : A( 44) : A(ll) : A(l3)
- 40 : 12 : 1 1.

From the relations (11.3), (11.4) and (11.5)
between the derivatives of the polarisability tensor,

it may be possible to obtain information about the

electronic configurations in the two types of diamond.

The approximation could be improved by

removing the degeneracies in the frequency spectrum,

by considering elements of the polarisability tensor

referring to second neighbour atoms, or by

calculating the eigen-vect-ors for more than one point

in reciprocal space. The agreement between

experiment and theory is, however, sufficient to show

that lattice dynamics is able to give a satisfactory

explanation of the Raman spectrum of diamond.



I wish to thank Professor M. Born, who

suggested this problem to me, for his continued

interest and his advice on many occasions.
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